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Question: 1

What is the correct statement about Huawei Desktop Cloud?

A. Desktop cloud products can migrate PC desktops for all application scenarios.
B. Peripherals that can run on a PC can be used directly on the cloud desktop.
C. All software running on a PC can be used directly on the cloud desktop.
D. Huawei Ready is used to resolve compatibility issues.

Answer: D

Question: 2

A company is headquartered in Beijing. Due to business expansion, it is necessary to deploy research
institutes in Shenzhen, Guangzhou and Shanghai. Practicing
From a business perspective, which of the following services is appropriate when deploying a
desktop cloud?

A. Mobile office
B. Branches
C. Multiple domains
D.SBC

Answer: B

Question: 3

What are the internal components of Fusion Access?
A.HDC
B.LIC
C.ITA
D.TCM

Answer: B, C,

Question: 4

The following are not features of the FlusinCube Desktop Cloud Appliance.

A. Pre-installation of the whole machine
B. Automated application deployment
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C. High-performance graphics processing
D. Internal OceanStor high performance storage

Answer: D

Question: 5

What are the characteristics of virtualized antivirus? Multiple choice questions

A. User vm must install anti-virus agent
B. Support flexible multi-dimensional combinations such as virus scanning range, scanning timing,
and processing methods after virus detection
Set an antivirus policy.
C. In addition to this trend, the integration of mainstream anti-virus vendors.
D. Avoid the scanning storm and business performance brought by the anti-virus mode of the
traditional deployment agent in the case of full anti-virus loss.

Answer: B, C, D

Question: 6

In the Huawei desktop cloud, there are mistakes in the complete replication of virtual machine
features.

A. The virtual machine issued by the same full replication template is exactly the same.
B. User changes to the data on the virtual machine can be saved.
C. Does not support shutdown restore and one-click restore function.
D. The administrator needs to perform maintenance on each virtual machine separately (upgrade,
software update software virus database operation.)

Answer: A

Question: 7

In Huawei cloud, differential disks cannot be used in any of the following service scenarios. (multiple
choice)

A. Complete copy
B. Non-persistent disk
C. Disk expansion
D. Linked clone

Answer: A, C

Question: 8
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The following description of the Huawei desktop protocol h dp is correct (multiple choice):

A. Host all upper-layer applications through a virtual pass. And support users through the
application's priority setting. The basic experience.
B. Support video decoding acceleration to make video playback clearer and smoother. Supports up to
4K video playback.
C. Individual channel policy control can be performed according to individual users, user groups,
device types, etc., fully guaranteeing each. The security of the users' communications.
D.HDP delivers clearer, real-time sound and accurate sound detail. Pesq over 3.4

Answer: B, C, D

Question: 9

In the Huawei desktop cloud, which is not the networking point of the gslb+nas remote replication
disaster recovery solutionSet the default desktop service portal domain name on

A.tc. The primary and secondary dns addresses are respectively two numbers.
According to the center's GSLB IP address, gslb is responsible for domain name resolution.
B. gslb is responsible for monitoring the health of the data center. Normally, the domain name will
be resolved to the user.
Production data center entry ip address. The domain name is resolved to the disaster recovery data
only after the production data center is abnormal. Central ip.
C. The primary and backup DNS addresses of the user VM are configured as GSLB IP addresses of the
two data centers. site.
D. The virtual machine passes the user ad policy. Mount the data disk when the user logs in

Answer: C

Question: 10

Desktop Cloud The hosting model in DaaS operations mainly refers to the government, large,
medium and small enterprises and institutions providing online Self-service cloud desktop.

A. True
B. False

Answer: B

Question: 11

Huawei Desktop Cloud Disaster Recovery Solution Does Not Include?

A. Client self-service disaster recovery
B.gslb business disaster recovery
C.10 Tailor's de-compression scheme targets disaster recovery for vdi and memory media.
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D. Provide emergency disk protection mechanism.

Answer: C

Question: 12

Which of the following are multiple security questions for the desktop cloud?

A.AD certification
B. usbkey certification
C. Dynamic password authentication
D. Fingerprint authentication

Answer: A, B, C, D

Question: 13

Which of the following statements about the agentless antivirus feature of virtual desktops in the
desktop cloud is wrong.

A. User vm needs to install anti-virus proxy client
B. Support flexible multi-dimensional combinations such as virus scanning range, scanning timing,
and post-virus processing
Set an antivirus policy.
C. Support the docking integration of mainstream antivirus vendors such as Trend Micro.
D. Avoid the virus storm and business performance brought by the anti-virus mode of the traditional
deployment agent in the full scan loss.

Answer: A

Question: 14

In the Huawei desktop cloud solution. Help will classify the displayed graphs. Important letter to text
Lossless compression, lossy compression of insensitive data, reducing bandwidth and ensuring user
experience.

A. Yes
B. No

Answer: A

Question: 15

Multiple choice questions, what are the Huawei desktop cloud user license types?

A. Number of users
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B. Number of concurrent users
C. Number of features
D. Use time

Answer: A, B
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